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Jomes $ClerkM_{\mathit{3}}xwell$

birth: 13 June 1831 (Edinburgh)
death: 5 November 1879 (Cambridge)

$\bullet$ father: John Clerk Maxwell (died: 3 Apri11856)
$\bullet$ mother: Frances Cay (died: 6 December 1839)

-married: 4 October 1826
father: $38\mathrm{y}$ . mother: $34\mathrm{y}$ .

1. Edinburgh: $1847(16\mathrm{y}.)- 1850(19\mathrm{y}.)$

Maxwell entered University of Edinburgh, 1847 Autumn.

William Hamilton’s class in Logic, Maxwell had taken detailed notes of his
lecture, and he considered it the most substantial of the lectures he had
attended.

Maxwell also attended Hamilton’s class on Metaphysics. Hamilton formed a
high estimate ofMaxwell’s abilities, and these lectures left a lasting impression,
encouraging his abiding concern to establish the conceptual rationale of his
physics by appeal to philosophical argument.

Later, Hamilton wrote testimonial, dated 26 February 1856, for Maxwell’s
candidature for the Professorship of Natural Philosophy at Marschal College,
Aberdeen.

Draft on the interpretation of Lagrange’s and Hamilton’s equations of motion.
By J. Clerk Maxwell, Prof. of Experimental Physics, Cambridge, July 1872.

$’\tau \mathrm{A}e$ following statemen $t\mathrm{A}\mathrm{a}s$ nothing original in $it_{f}$ but I think thnt our
$\mathit{8}ttel\mathit{2}tio\mathit{1}IC\theta \mathit{1}I\mathit{1}Iot$ be too $ofte\mathit{1}2$ directed to the most importrnt theorem in $p\mathrm{A}_{\mathrm{J}^{\gamma}}sic\theta l$

*From the title of Maxwell’s article on ‘Physical Sciences’, in Encyclopaedia Britanica $(9^{\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{n})19$

(Edinburgh, 1885) p.1-3.
The original title of manuscript read ‘The classification of the physical sciences’.
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$scie\mathit{1}\mathrm{z}ce-th\mathrm{a}t$ which $deduces_{f}$ from the $givel2$ motion $of\mathit{3}CO\mathit{1}\mathit{2}\mathit{1}lected$ system, $t\mathit{1}\mathit{2}e$

forces which a$ct$ on it. $f$

W. R. Hamilton’s publications:
‘On a general method in dynamics’, Phil. bans. 1834,
‘Second Essay on a general method in dynamics’, Phil. Tbans. 1835.

In his post card to Tait at 13 July 1871, Maxwell confessed his total ignorance of
Hamilton’s 4naners:–
‘Theory of systems of rays’, Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy, 15 (1827),
16 part 1 (1830), 16 part 2 (1831), 17 (1832).

George Boole (1815-1864)
Maxwell was strongly attracted by Professor Boole’s course on Mathematical
Analysis of Logic.
Boole’s publications:
‘Mathematical Analysis and Logic’, 1847,
‘An investigation of the laws of thought’,1854.

Edinburgh $arrow \mathrm{C}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{e}$

During the third session at Edinburgh University (in 1849-50) he began
preparation to go up to Cambridge, settling on Peterhouse after much
discussion.
In July and early August of 1850 he attended the meeting of British Association
for Advancement of Science in Edinburgh.
Being stimulated by Sir David Brewster and Professor Stokes, he published a
paper ‘On experiment on the cause of Haidingers Brushes’ on 5 August 1850
during the above meeting held at Edinburgh in July and August 1850.

’As the structure ofthe human $ey^{\gamma}eh_{\mathit{3}}s$ been milzutely studied $b_{J}\prime ma\mathit{1}lJ^{7}$

$\mathit{3}\mathit{1}I\mathit{3}tomists$ and $optiti\mathit{3}\mathit{1}lS$, the unexpected $discover_{\mathrm{J}^{\gamma}}of_{\mathit{3}}polarizil\mathrm{z}g_{\ell}\mathrm{a}ppar\mathit{3}tus$ in
the $livi_{lI}g$ e.ve would lead us to $thi_{\mathit{1}}\mathrm{z}kth_{\mathit{3}}t$ some $import\mathit{8}\mathit{1}ltp\mathit{3}rt$ ofthe eye $h_{\mathit{8}}d$

escaped the $observ\mathit{8}tion$ ofthe oculists.’

2. Cambridge: $1850(19\mathrm{y}.)- 1855(24\mathrm{y}.)$

1850 Autumn, Maxwell arrived at Cambridge.
His mentor Forbes wrote a strong recommendation letter to William Whewell,
Master of Trinity College.
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December 1850 he migrated to Trinity.

The course of study at Cambridge was exacting for the competitive
examinations.
The first academic hurdle to be surmounted was the Previous Examination,
which Maxwell sat in March 1852.

In that year candidates were requested to display familiarity with the Gospel of
St. Matthew (in the original Greek).

According to P. M. Harman, editor of the scientific letters and papers of James
Clerk Maxwell, Cambridge University Press, 1990 and 1995, after the freedom
and vitality of his Edinburgh years, Maxwell was not totally enamoured of
Cambridge life.

In the Tripos examination in January 1854 Maxwell graduated second wrangler
to $\mathrm{E}.\mathrm{J}$ .Routh, but was bracketed equal Smith’s Prizeman with Routh in the
examination for Smith’s Prizes which followed.

The next step was to be elected to a Fellowship in binity, but he was
unsuccessful at his first attempt in October 1854. Forbes wrote to Whewell of
Maxwell’s ‘disappointment of a fellowship’, and in reply Whewell observed that;

$Iemsorr_{V}$. thwt $M_{\mathit{3}}xwell$ is in $\mathit{8}\mathit{1}lxiet_{J^{r}}.$ $Ico\mathit{1}\mathit{2}sider$ his chunce $of_{\mathit{3}}$ Fellowship here
xzext to $cert\mathit{3}il\mathit{2}$, though it would be well thrt $\mathit{1}\mathrm{z}e$ should $\mathit{3}ttend$ to his clessics
more $t\mathrm{A}\mathit{3}\mathit{1}l$ he $hes$ dolze, $\mathit{8}\mathit{1}ld$ give some $\mathit{1}\mathit{2}e\mathrm{a}tJless\theta \mathit{1}\mathrm{z}d$ finisl2 to lzis $m\theta them\theta tics.\cdot$

but I should like to $k_{\mathit{1}}\mathrm{z}ow$ that he would be willing to lebour $i_{\mathit{1}}\mathrm{z}$ College as 3
$m\mathit{3}them\mathrm{a}tic\mathit{8}l$ lecturer for some $y^{r}e\mathit{3}rswhel\mathit{2}$ he is elected. ... ifyou should
$h_{\theta}ppel2$ to $k\mathit{1}lOWM\mathit{3}xwell\acute{s}i_{\mathit{1}\mathit{2}}tel2tio\mathit{1}lS\mathit{3}\mathit{1}ldpl\mathrm{a}l\mathit{2}f$oflife, Ishould be obliged ifyou
would tell me.

In the event he was elected a Fellow of Trinity in October 1855, and
immediately found himself engaged in college lecturing.

During his years as undergraduate Maxwell had attempted to reformulate
mathematically Faraday’s extraordinary series of experimental discoveries, of
electromagnetic induction, the laws of electrochemistry, and magneto-optical
rotation.

Thanks to William Thomson he could see ‘Disquisition generals circa superficies
curves’, by M. C. F. Gauss (1827).
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13 March 1854 ‘On the transformation of surfaces by bending.’
10 December 1855 ‘On Faraday’s lines of Force $\langle$Part 1)’
11 February 1856 (Part II)
13 February 1856 Letter from Forbes

Professorship of Natural Philosophy at Marschal College, Aberdeen was vacant.
Maxwell decided to apply the post to please his father.
Maxwell’s father suddenly died 3 Apri11856 at his house, Glenair.

Letter of 30 Apri11856 from Forbes;

$MyDe\mathrm{a}r$ Sir,

$Ih_{\mathit{3}}vejust$ seen in the $\mathit{1}\mathrm{z}ewsp_{\theta}perth_{\mathit{3}}t_{J^{7}}ouh_{\mathit{3}}ve$ been $\mathit{3}ppoi\mathit{1}\mathrm{z}ted$ to the $Ch_{\mathit{3}}iri_{\mathit{1}2}$

$M\mathrm{a}rsch_{\mathit{8}}l$ College, on which $Ibegsi_{\mathit{1}}\mathrm{z}cerely$ to $co\mathit{1}\mathrm{z}gr\mathit{3}tul\mathit{3}te$ you.
Iregret much $th_{\mathit{3}}t$ it should $\theta t$ the same time be mylot to express $m_{X^{s_{J^{rmp\mathrm{a}thy}}}}$

on the occusion ofthe recent $de\theta thofy^{\gamma}ourf\theta ther$.
Such 8 loss occurs but olzce $i\mathit{1}2\theta$ lifetime. $I\mathit{1}\mathit{2}$ your $C\theta se$ Iam sure $th\mathit{3}t$ it $h_{\mathit{3}}s$ the
grentest alleviatioIl which it odmits $of-Ime\mathit{3}\mathit{1}2$ the colzsciouslless $th\mathit{3}t$you hove
been an $\mathit{3}ffectio\mathit{1}\mathrm{z}\mathrm{a}te\mathit{3}\mathit{1}\mathrm{z}d$ dutiful $so\mathit{1}l_{f}\mathit{3}l2d$ thet .Your excellelzt conduct relieved
your $f\mathrm{a}ther^{f}s$ mindfrom every $sh_{\theta}deof_{\mathit{8}\mathit{1}2}xietyreg_{\mathit{3}}rdi_{Il}gyou$.
Believe me $\mathit{8}lw\mathrm{a}ys$, your very $si_{Il}cerely$,

James D. Forbes.

3. Marschall College: $1856(25\mathrm{y}.)- 1860(29\mathrm{y}.)$

Inaugural lecture at Marschal College, Aberdeen, 3 November 1856.

Maxwell completed Adams Prize essay on Saturn’s ring in December 1856. The
paper was published in 1859.

June 1858, Maxwell married Katherine Mary Dewar, daughter of Principal
Dewar ofMarschal College.

In 1857 Maxwell was appointed Commissioners to administer the Act of
Parliament which enacted the union of King’s and Marschal Colleges to form
the University ofAberdeen.

The Commissioners had to decide whether to recommend either the union of the
colleges (with the retention of existing classes) or their (fusion’, which would
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leave a single class and professor in each subject and would have the
consequence that redundant professorships would be abolished. Maxwell was at
first strongly in favour of fusion; but when the Commissioners reported early in
1860, recommending fusion they proposed that the Professorship of Natural
Philosophy in the University ofAberdeen should be held by David Thomson, the
King’s College professor. Writing to Monro in 24 January 1860, Maxwell
announced that “As to Nat Phil I am to be turned out by the Commissioners
(that is if their ordinances are to be carried).”

In his letter of 22 December 1857 to Campbell, Maxwell stated as follows:

”College Fusion is $holdi_{I}\mathrm{z}g$ up its $he\mathit{8}d_{\theta}g_{\mathit{3}}i\mathit{1}lu\mathit{1}\mathit{2}der$ the fostering ccre of
Dr.David $Brow\mathit{1}\mathit{2}$ ($f\mathit{3}thertoAlex\mathit{3}\mathit{1}Ider$ of $Quee\mathit{1}l\acute{s}$). Know $\mathit{3}ll$ men I $\mathit{3}\mathrm{m}\mathit{3}$

FusioIlist, $\mathit{3}\mathit{1}Idthereby_{\mathit{3}Il}e\mathit{1}\mathrm{z}em_{J’}of_{\mathit{3}}ll$ the $respect\theta blecitize\mathit{1}\mathit{2}S$ who $\mathit{3}re$

Unionists ($th_{\mathit{3}}t$ is, unite the three $le\theta Il\mathit{2}edf\theta culties,$ $\mathit{8}\mathit{1}ldle\mathit{3}ve$ double $ch_{\mathit{3}}irs$ in
&ts). But there is no use $writi_{\mathit{1}2}g$ out their theory to you. They $W\theta l2til\mathit{2}ferior$

$me\mathit{1}2$ forprofessors-men who will $I\check{\mathit{1}}\mathit{1}Idit$ their interest to $te\mathit{3}ch$ what will $p\theta y$ to
smrll $cl\mathit{3}sses_{f}\mathit{8}l\mathit{2}d$ who will be more under the $iIlHuetlceofp_{\mathit{3}}rel\mathrm{z}ts\mathit{3}l\mathrm{z}dt\mathrm{A}eloc\mathit{3}lf$

’press $th\theta \mathit{1}2$ more $le\mathit{3}rned$ or $betterp\mathit{3}id$ meIl would be $i_{I}\mathrm{z}$ a lwiger college.

1859

‘On the mean length of the paths described by the separate molecules of gaseous
bodies in the occurrence of molecular motion: together with some other remarks
upon mechanical theory of heat’ by Rudolf Clausius, trans. Phil. Mag.17(1859)
p.81-91, original: Ann. Phys.105(1858) p.239-58

Letter to Stokes 30 May 1859.

Reading the Phil. Mag. Feb. Issue, Maxwell wrote a paper to be submitted to the
$29^{\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}}$ Meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of Science,held at
Aberdeen in September 1859.

In the paper entitled “On the Dynamical Theory of Gases” he clearly stated as:

3The author $h_{\theta}s$ established the following results.$\cdot$

1. The velocities ofthe particles $\mathit{3}rel\mathrm{z}otul2iform$, but vary so $th_{\mathit{8}}t$ they
deviite from the $me\theta DV\theta lue$ by a $l_{\theta}w$ well known in the ’method of
least $sq_{U\mathit{3}}res’$.

2. Two different sets ofparticles will distribute their velocities, so $th_{\mathit{3}}t$

$tl2eir$ vires viuae will be equal, $\theta Ild$ this $le\mathit{3}ds$ to the chemicol $l_{\theta}w_{f}th_{\mathit{3}}t$
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Maxwell was always deeply concerned with experimental works. This can be
seen in the following paper.

$\mathrm{J}.\mathrm{C}$ . Maxwell, ‘On Loschmidt’s experiments or diffusion in relation to the kinetic
theory of gases’, Nature, 8 (1873) p.298-300

Maxwell failed to retain his post in Aberdeen and to be appointed at Edinburgh
as a successor of his mentor Forbes. Instead his old schoolfellow P. G. Tait was
appointed.

4. King’s College: $1860(29\mathrm{y}.)- 1865(34\mathrm{y}.)$

In July 1860, appointed Professor of Natural Philosophy at King’s College,
London.

Inaugural Lecture at King’s College, London, October 1860.

During his stay at chair of King’s College in London, Maxwell was $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}$ -opted as a
member of the British Association Committee on standards of electrical
resistance in 1862. One of his classmates at University of Edinburgh, Fleeming
Jenkin joined the committee, who had invented the centrifugal governor to
control the speed of revolving coil for the experiments on electrical standards.
Recalling his early work on the stability of the motion of Saturn’s rings in 1856,
Maxwell formulated mathematically the stability of governors. The paper
entitled ‘On Governors’ appeared in Proceedings of the Royal Society of London,
Vol. 16 $\langle$ 1868) p.270-283.
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On physical lines of force Phil. Mag.
March, April and May 1861, Parts 1 and II,
January and February 1862, PartslIl and lV.

Clausius \sim 1862: Disgregation
\sim 1865: Verwandlungsinhalt (entropy $\epsilon \mathit{7}\tau\rho\pi\eta$ )

Maxwell resigned from King’s College 10 February 1865.

The reason was to pursue research unrestricted by academic duties.

During Term 3 mornings a week one-hour long lecture to each of these 2 classes;
in addition the requirement to teach a separate course on experimental physics,
an evening class once a week.
Duties of teaching were too heavy for one person properly to discharge.

After resigned from King’s College, Maxwell devoted himself to accomplish his
life work.

Treatis on Electricity and Magnetism

Part I Electrostatics
Part II Electrokinematics
PartllI Magnetism
PartlV Electromagnetism

A new professorship for teaching.

Experimental Physics advertized 14 February 1871 and the follwing 3 names
were argued;
William Thomson (1824-1907),
Hermann Helmholtz (1821-1894),
Maxwell (1831-1879).

Thomson was critical to the education milieu of Cambridge, and declined to
stand for election. Helmholtz was just to be appointed Prof. Physics, Berlin
(1871).
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5. Cambridge University: $1871(40\mathrm{y}.)- 1879(48\mathrm{y}.)$

Inaugural lecture at Cambridge, 25 October 1871.

This lecture dawned the new era of physics:

XLIV $I_{l}\mathrm{z}troductory$ Lecture on $ExperimeI\mathit{2}t\mathit{3}l$ Physics.

The $U_{Il}iversity$of$C\theta mbridge,$ $iI2\theta ccord\mathit{3}lIce$ with thvt lsw ofits $evolutio\mathit{1}2$,
by which, while $m\theta il2t\theta i\mathit{1}\mathrm{z}i_{\mathit{1}I}g$ the strictest continuity betwee12 the successive
phnses ofits $history_{f}$ it idupts itselfwith more or lesspromptlzess to the
requirements ofthe times, $h_{\mathit{3}}sl_{\mathit{3}}tely$ instituted $\theta$ coumse $ofExperime\mathit{1}\mathrm{z}t\mathit{3}l$

Physics. This course $ofstud_{J^{r}}$, while it requires us to $m\mathit{3}iIlt\mathit{3}i\mathit{1}I$ in xction $\mathit{3}ll$ those
powers ofa $tte\mathit{1}\mathrm{z}tioI\mathit{2}\mathit{3}\mathit{1}ld$ snulysis which $h_{\mathit{3}}ve$ been so long cultivnted in the

$U_{\mathit{1}I}iversity_{f}$ ctlls on us to exercise our senses il] observition, $\mathit{3}\mathit{1}ld$ our $h\mathit{3}l\mathrm{z}dsi\mathit{1}2$

$m\theta \mathit{1}\mathrm{z}ipul\mathrm{a}tion$ . The fhmilinr $\mathit{3}pp_{\mathit{3}}r\mathit{3}tus$ ofpell, ink, $\theta \mathit{1}2dp_{\mathit{8}}per$ will no longer be
sufficiel2 $t$ for us, $\mathit{3}\mathit{1}\mathrm{z}d$ we shhll require more room $th\mathit{3}\mathit{1}2$ thet mfforded by 8 sest $\theta t$

$\theta$ desk, $\mathit{3}l\mathrm{z}d\mathit{3}$ wider $\theta te\theta th\mathit{3}\mathit{1}\mathrm{z}$ thBt ofthe $bl_{\mathit{3}}ck$ boerd. We owe it to the
munificence ofour $Ch\mathit{3}\mathit{1}\mathrm{z}cellor,$ $th_{\theta}t$, whrtever be the $ch\mathit{3}I\theta cter$ in order respects
ofthe $experimel\mathit{2}ts$ which we hope $here\theta fter$ to colzduct, the $m\mathit{3}teri_{\theta}lf\mathit{3}cilities$

for their full development will be $upol\mathit{2}$ a scele which $h\mathit{3}S$ lzot hitherto $beeIl$

surpsssed.

The mpin $fe\mathit{8}ture_{f}$ therefore, $ofExperime\mathit{1}lt\theta l$ Physics $\theta tC\theta BIbridge$ is the
Devolzshire $Physic\mathit{3}lL_{\theta}bor\theta tory^{r},$ $\mathrm{a}lIdI$ $thi_{J\mathit{2}}k$ it $desir\mathit{3}ble$ thpt on the present
$occ\mathit{8}sio\mathit{1}\mathit{2}_{f}$ before we enter on the detsils ofalzy $speci\mathit{3}\mathit{1}$ study, we slzould consider
by whot $me\mathit{3}\mathit{1}I\mathit{8}$ we, the $U_{\mathit{1}I}iversit_{\mathrm{J}’}$ ofCbmbridge, $m\mathit{3}y_{f}\theta S\mathit{3}$ living $body_{f}$

sppropriate $\mathit{3}\mathit{1}\mathit{2}d$ vitalise this new orgin, the $outw\mathit{3}rd$ shell ofwhich we expect
soon to rise before us. The course ofstudy $\mathit{8}t$ this Universityhes slwuys
ilzcluded Nbturwl $Philosophy_{\mathit{3}},s$ well us Pure Mythemctics. To diffuse a sound
knowledge ofPhysics, $\mathit{3}\mathit{1}Id$ to imbue the minds ofour students with correct
$dy_{Il\theta}mi_{C\mathit{8}}l$principles, heve beel2 lollg regrrded $\theta S\mathit{8}mo\mathit{1}\mathrm{z}g$ our highest functiolls,
$\mathit{3}\mathit{1}\mathrm{z}d$ very few ofus ct12 $\mathit{1}2OW$ pllce ourselves in the $mexlt\mathit{8}lco\mathit{1}2ditio\mathit{1}l$ in which
even such philosophers $\theta S$ the greut $Desc\theta rtes$ were involved ill the dcys before
Newton $h\theta d\theta \mathit{1}2\mathit{1}\mathrm{z}ou\mathit{1}\mathrm{z}ced$ the true lews ofthe motion ofbodies.

The theorf ofhtoms $\mathit{3}\mathit{1}\mathrm{z}d$ void legds us to dttach more $i_{Dl}port_{\mathit{8}\mathit{1}l}ce$ to the
doctrines $ofi\mathit{1}\mathit{2}tegr\theta l$ numbers und defilzite proportiolls, but, in hpplying
dyndmicolprinciples to the motion ofimmense numbers $of_{\mathit{3}}toms$, the $li\mathrm{n}2it\theta tio\mathit{1}\mathit{2}$

ofourficulties forces us to $\mathit{3}b\mathit{3}\mathit{1}ldon$ tlze $\mathit{3}ttempt$ to express the exect history of
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each $\mathit{3}tom,$
$\mathit{3}\mathit{1}\mathrm{z}d$ to be $co\mathit{1}\mathrm{z}te\mathit{1}2t$ with $estim\theta ti_{\mathit{1}2}g$ the $\theta ver\theta gecoI\mathrm{z}ditio\mathit{1}\mathrm{z}of_{\mathit{3}}$ group of

$\mathit{3}toms$ large enough to be visible. This method of$de\theta li_{\mathit{1}l}g$ with gfoups offtoms,
which Imry csll the $st\theta tistic\theta l$ method, end which in the preselzt sthte ofour
knowledge is the only $ev\mathit{3}il\mathit{8}ble$ method $ofstudyi_{Il}g$ theproperties ofieel $bo\ es_{f}$

involves $\theta I\mathrm{z}$ ebelzdoIzmeIzt ofstrict $dy_{l}\mathrm{z}\theta mic\mathit{8}l$pricciples, $\theta Ild$ an adoption ofthe
$Jn\theta tl\mathrm{z}emeticel$methods belonging to the theory $ofprob_{\theta}bility$. It isprobzble thst
$i\mathrm{m}port\theta \mathit{1}\mathrm{z}t$ results will be $obt\mathit{3}i\mathit{1}Ied$ by the applicetioIl ofthis 112ethod, which is $\theta S$

yet little $kI\mathrm{z}ow\mathit{1}2$ and is not femiliar to our minds. Ifthe ectudl history ofScieIlce
$h_{\mathit{8}}d$ been $differeIlt_{f}$ and ifthe scientific doctrines most $f_{\mathit{8}}mili_{\mathit{3}}r$ to us had been
those which must be expressed in this $W\mathit{3}y$, it is possible $t\mathrm{A}\mathrm{a}t$ we might hove
considered the existelzce $of_{\theta}cert\mathit{3}i_{lI}ki_{\mathit{1}2}dofcol\mathrm{z}ti_{\mathit{1}}\mathrm{z}gency\theta$ self-evidel2t truth,
$\mathit{8}l\mathrm{z}dtre\theta ted$ the $doctri_{\mathit{1}}\mathrm{z}e$ ofphilosophicml $Ilecessit_{X}\theta S\mathit{8}$ mere sophism.

About the $begi_{\mathit{1}l\dot{m}\mathit{1}I}g$ ofthis celztury, the properties ofbodies were
$i_{\mathit{1}2}vestig_{\mathit{8}}ted$ by severil distilzguished $Fre\mathit{1}\mathit{2}chm\mathit{3}them\mathit{3}tici\mathit{3}l2SO\mathit{1}2$ the hypotAesis
$th_{\theta}t$ they ore systems ofmolecules in equilibrium. The somewhet $Ul2\mathit{8}\theta tisf\mathit{3}ctor_{J^{r}}$

nnture ofthe results ofthese $il\mathrm{z}vestig_{\mathit{3}}tio\mathit{1}ls$ produced, $especi_{\mathit{8}}ll_{J^{r}}i_{\mathit{1}l}$ this $couI\mathrm{z}try$,
3 reoctiol2 in favour ofthe opposite method of $tre\mathit{3}ting$ bodies $\mathit{3}S$ ifthey $were_{f}$ so
far $\mathit{8}tle\mathit{3}st\mathit{8}S$ our experiments $\mathit{3}xe$ colIcerlzed, truly $co\mathit{1}\mathrm{z}ti\mathit{1}2uous$. This method, $i_{\mathit{1}}\mathrm{z}$

the hands of $Greel2$, Stokes, $\theta \mathit{1}\mathrm{z}d$ others, $h\theta S$ led to fesults, the vplue ofwhich
does not at ill $depe\mathit{1}2d$ on $wh_{\theta}tt\mathrm{A}eory$ we $\mathit{3}dopt\mathit{3}S$ to the $ultim\mathit{3}te$ constitution of
bodies.

$O_{l}\mathrm{z}e$ very importont result ofthe $i_{\mathit{1}l}vestig_{\theta}ti_{\mathit{0}\mathit{1}}\mathrm{z}$ ofthe properties ofbodies
on the hypothesis $t\mathrm{A}_{\theta}t$ they $\mathit{3}re$ truly colztilIuous is $th\theta t$ furlzishes us with 3 test
by which we ce12 $\mathit{3}scert\mathit{3}in,$ $b_{J}’$ experimelzts on 8 $re\theta l$ body, to $wh_{\mathit{3}}t$ degree of
tenuity it must be reduced before it begilzs to give evidence thit its propefties
$\theta re$ no longer the $S\mathit{3}me$ es those ofthe $body^{\gamma}i_{lI}$ mass. Investigctions ofthis $ki_{\mathit{1}2}d$,
combined with a study of $V\mathit{3}riouspheIlome\mathit{1}2\mathit{3}$ of$diffusiol\mathit{2}\mathit{3}\mathit{1}ld$ of$dissip_{\theta}ti_{ol2}$ of
energy have recently tdded $gre\theta tly$ to the evidence in $f_{\mathit{3}}vour$ ofthe hypotlzesis
thrt bodies $\mathit{8}re$ systems ofmolecules in motio12.

Ihope to be eble to $l_{\mathit{3}}y$ before $y^{\gamma}ou$ in the cousse ofthe term some ofthe
evidence for the $existel2ce$ ofmolecules, $co\mathit{1}\mathit{2}sidered\mathit{3}S$ individutl bodies $h\mathrm{a}vi_{\mathit{1}}\mathrm{z}g$

$defil2ite$ properties. The molecule, $\mathit{8}S$ it is presented to the scientific $im\mathit{3}gi\mathit{1}2\mathit{3}tio\mathit{1}2$

is 3 $ver_{J^{\gamma}}$ differen $t$ body from $\mathit{3}\mathit{1}\mathrm{z}y$ ofthose with which experience $h_{\theta}s$ hitherto
msde us $\theta cqu\mathit{3}il\mathrm{z}ted$.

In the first $pl_{\theta}ce$ its moss, $\mathit{8}I\mathrm{z}d$ the other constfnts, which define its
properties, is $\mathit{3}bsolutel.vil2v\mathrm{a}ri\mathit{3}ble_{i}$ the individuxl molecule $C\mathit{3}\mathit{1}ll2either$grow
$\mathit{1}2ordec\mathit{8}y$, but remdins $unc\mathit{1}\mathit{2}\mathit{8}\mathit{1}\mathrm{z}ged$ hmid ill the chinges ofthe bodie8 ofwhich it
$m\theta y$ form 8 constituent.
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In the secolzdplece it is not the $\mathit{0}\mathit{1}\mathrm{z}l_{J^{7}}$ molecule ofits kind, for there $\theta re$

$il2\mathit{1}\mathrm{z}umer\mathit{3}ble$ other molecules, whose $co\mathit{1}lst\mathit{3}l2ts\mathit{3}re$ not $\mathrm{a}pproxim\theta tely_{f}^{\gamma}$ but
$\theta bsolutelyidelItic\mathit{3}l$ with those ofthe first molecule, $\mathit{3}l\mathrm{z}d$ this whether $t\mathrm{A}ey_{\mathit{3}}re$

$fouIld$ on the earth, $il2$ the $SU\mathit{1}\mathit{2}$, or in the fixed stnrs.

By whnt process ofevolution the philosophers ofthe future will ottempt
to $\epsilon ccouIlt$ for this identity in the properties ofsuch 3 $B2$ ultitude ofbodies, etch
ofthem unchingetble in mtgnitude, end some ofthem $sep\mathrm{a}r\mathit{3}ted$ from others
by distunces which Astrolzomy ittempts in voin to meesure, I cannot conjecture.
$My^{r}mi_{I}\mathrm{z}d$ is limited $i_{\mathit{1}}\mathrm{z}$ its power ofspeculs tion, $\theta \mathit{1}\mathrm{z}dI\mathit{3}m$ forced to believe thr t
these molecules must hsve beelz $m\theta de\mathit{3}s$ the.v $\mathit{8}re$ from the begillllilzg oftheir
existence.

Ialso colzclude $th\mathit{3}t$ since $\mathit{1}IO\mathit{1}2e$ ofthe processes ofneture, during their
$V\theta ried\theta ctiotl$ on $differe\mathit{1}2t$ individuel molecules, $h_{\mathit{8}}ve$ produced, in the course of
nges, the slightest difference between the properties ofolle molecule $\theta \mathit{1}Id$ those
of$\mathrm{a}I\mathrm{z}other$, the history ofwhose $combil\mathit{2}\theta tiol\mathrm{z}sh\mathit{8}S$ been different, we $C\theta l2Ilot$

sscribe either their existence or the $ide\mathit{1}\mathrm{z}tit_{J^{\gamma}}$ oftheirproperties to the $oper\theta tiolI$

$of\theta \mathit{1}l\mathrm{J}^{\gamma}$ ofthose couses which we coll $l2\mathit{8}tur\theta l$.

Is it true then thwt our $scie\mathit{1}2cespecul\mathit{8}tio\mathit{1}lsh_{\mathit{3}}vere\mathit{3}llypel\mathit{2}etr\mathit{3}ted$

beneeth the visible $\mathit{8}ppe\theta r\mathit{3}lIceofthi_{\mathit{1}\mathit{2}}gs$, which seem to be subject to $ge\mathit{1}2er\mathit{8}tioIl$

$\mathit{3}\mathit{1}\mathrm{z}d$ corruption, $\mathit{8}\mathit{1}ld$ rerched the $e\mathit{1}\mathrm{z}tr\mathit{3}Ilce$ of $th_{\mathit{3}}t$ world oforder $\mathit{8}\mathit{1}\mathrm{z}dperfectiol\mathit{2}$ ,

which $co\mathit{1}\mathit{2}til\mathrm{z}ues$ this $d\mathit{8}\mathrm{J}^{r}$ es it $W\mathit{3}scre\theta ted$, perfect $i\mathit{1}2I\mathit{2}umber\mathit{8}\mathit{1}ldme\theta sure\mathit{3}\mathit{1}Id$

weight?

We $m\mathit{3}y$ be $mist\theta ke\mathit{1}2$ . No $ol\mathrm{z}eh\theta S$ is yet seen or hrndled $\mathit{3}I\mathrm{z}$ ilzdividu$\mathrm{a}l$

molecule, end our $molecul_{\mathit{3}I}hyp_{otheSism\mathit{3}}y^{r}$, in its turtl, be $suppl\theta \mathit{1}\mathrm{z}ted$ by some
new theory ofthe $col\mathrm{z}stitutio\mathit{1}\mathit{2}ofm\mathit{3}tter_{f}$. but the $ide\mathit{3}$ ofthe existence of
$U\mathit{1}2l2$ umbered individuml thilzgs, $\mathit{3}ll$ elike $\theta lId\mathit{3}ll$ unchangeable, is $ol2e$ which
$C\theta \mathit{1}I\mathit{1}2ot$ enter the humun mind $\theta l\mathrm{z}drem\mathit{3}il2$ without fruit.

In December 1867 it happened to him to find much interest in writing a text on
heat. At the time his longime friend Tait requested to read draft chapters of his
‘Sketch of Thermodvnamics’.
Remembering that Maxwell defeated Clausius’ work on the collisions of
particles in 1859, Tait, Maxwell’s longtime friend, had a special partiality for
Maxwell. Probably due to this effect, reading Tait’s manuscript, Maxwell was
confused about the significance of Clausius’ contribution to thermodynamics,
particularly over the introduction $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f}‘ \mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{y}’$ .
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Recently I was shocked by reading the following sentences in Maxwell’s
postcard to Tait on 12 February 1872:

$\prime\prime I\mathit{1}2$ my spere moments, $Iale\mathit{3}l2$ to $t_{\mathit{8}}ke$ such $dr\mathit{3}ug\mathrm{A}ts$ of $Cl\theta usiustic\theta l$ Ergon $\mathit{3}S$

to place me $i\mathit{1}\mathrm{z}th\mathrm{a}tst\mathit{8}te$ of$disgreg_{\mathit{8}}tio\mathit{1}\mathrm{z}$ in which one becomes $coI\mathrm{z}scious$ ofthe
$il\mathrm{z}cre\mathit{3}se$ ofthe generel sum $ofE\mathit{1}2tropy$. $Me\mathit{8}Ilwhile$ till Ergtl&Viriul from their
thrones be ctst $\theta \mathit{1}ldeJld$ their strife with suicidrlyell. ”

But as he finally came to realize, his confusion over the meaning of (entropy’ had
disfigured the text of his book.
By April 1873 Maxwell was beginning to correct the proofs of the Theory of
Heat.

Drafts of lecture on ‘Molecules’

Lecture delivered to the meeting of the British Association for the Advancement
of Science in Bradford on 22 September 1873.

[1] Molecular Phenomena
[2] The Data of Molecular Science
[3] The Method of Molecular Science
[4] The Statistical Method: The Section concerned with ‘Economic
Science and Statistics’
[5] The Statistical Method: From absolute certainty to high
probability
[6] The Statistical Method: A new kind of regularity-the
regularity of averages.

The final parts of Maxwell’s career were broached in 1873: the planning and
writing of articles for the ninth edition of Encyclopaedia Britarica; an interest in
communicating his ideals to wider public.

Cavendish Laboratory:

Established in 1874
First director: Maxwell
The Chancellor of the University at Cambridge at that time was Duke of
Devonshire, who offered the funds requested for building and apparatus.
2nd director: Lord Rayleigh
3rd director: J. J. Thomson
4th director: Sir Ernest Rutherford
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